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ABSTRACT
3D visualization of architectural buildings is very much important in the study,
analysis, reconstruction and documentation of these structures. Visualization of these models
allows the user to get a photorealistic impression of these objects. Photogrammetry is one
technology that can be used for the extraction of 3D points from images and then used in 3D
modeling and visualization. This research aimed at generating accurate 3D visualization of
buildings specifically the Kamagong Residence Hall. The object was recorded
photogrammetrically using a Canon digital SLR camera. Data processing steps from camera
calibration, photo orientation and 3D modeling were done using specialized software.
Analysis of the generated 3D model was done in terms of measurement and representation.
Also, a comparison with the 3D CADD model from architectural plans was done to assess the
viability of the photogrammetric method as a substitute to conventional as-built survey.
KEYWORDS: Photogrammetry, 3D modeling, Camera Calibration, As-built survey
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, constructing accurate three-dimensional models of real-world objects has
drawn much attention for applications such as simulation of urban development, conservation
of historical landmarks, planning, environmental analysis and virtual city touring. To depict
the real conditions of the object, and to measure the three-dimensions of all the corners of the
structure particularly the inaccessible points, creation of accurate 3D models are very much
necessary (M. Shashi and Kamal Jain, 2007). One technique to generate 3D models of objects
is through Close-range Photogrammetry.
Photogrammetry is defined by the American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote
Sensing as the art, science, and technology of obtaining reliable information about physical
objects and the environment through processes of recording, measuring, and interpreting
photographic images and patterns of recorded electromagnetic radiant energy and other
phenomena (Wolf, 1983). It is classified into two kinds namely: Aerial Photogrammetry and
Terrestrial or Close-range Photogrammetry. The main difference between the two is that, in
aerial photogrammetry, the object of interest is photographed from the air using various
objects/vehicles such as balloons, kites, helicopters or airplanes resulting in a near vertical
axis of the camera. On the other hand, in terrestrial photogrammetry, photographs are taken
near or at the surface of the earth and the axis of the camera is horizontal, thus it is also called
close-range photogrammetry. Close-range Photogrammetry is a measurement technology that
can be used for the extraction of 3D points from the images; further these points are useful
for accurate 3D modeling and visualization (M. Shashi and Kamal Jain, 2007). Digital
Photogrammetric processes derive the appropriate measurements from the images itself rather
than measurements directly from objects.
For this research, a 3D model of a building was generated using close-range
photogrammetric techniques. The building selected is the Kamagong Residence Hall situated
along Emilio Aguinaldo St., near C. P. Garcia Avenue, University of the Philippines,
Diliman, Quezon City (see Figure 1.1). Kamagong Residence Hall was chosen for its
structural simplicity and the minimal obstructions around the area. Also, its surrounding
provides sufficient space in acquiring images for photogrammetric processes.
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Figure 1.1: Front view of Kamagong Residence Hall (the study area).
The accuracy of the model generated in terms of measurement and representation was
analyzed. The effectiveness of using low-cost equipments and software was also evaluated.
Lastly, a comparison of the generated model from close-range photogrammetric techniques to
that created from the actual architectural plan was also done. To summarize, the research
aims to accurately generate a 3D model of a building using close-range photogrammetric
techniques and to calibrate the techniques defined by previous researches in the same field.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Nowadays, complete and detailed 3D object reconstruction is increasingly performed
by methods of digital photogrammetry. In the research entitled “3D Acquisition, Modeling
and Visualization of North German Castles by Digital Architectural Photogrammetry” by Th.
Kersten, C. Acevedo Pardo and M. Lindstaedt, three North German castles (Celle,
Glucksburg and Ahrensburg) were photogrammetrically recorded and reconstructed in 3D.
The photogrammetric photographs of the north German castles were taken with the
commercial digital single-lens reflex camera Fujifilm Finepix S1 Pro. The camera uses a
Super CCD chip with a focal plane of 23.3mm x 15.6mm, which corresponds to an effective
resolution of 3.4 million pixels and an interpolated resolution of 6 million pixels. For these
projects three different lenses were used: 18mm (Celle), 28mm (Ahrensburg) and 80mm
(Glucksburg).
For the 3D evaluation and reconstruction of the three castles, images were taken using
the hand-held Fuji S1 digital SLR camera from different positions: ground positions (for the 3
castles), mobile lifting platform (for Celle) and helicopter and boat (for Glucksburg). The
objects were recorded photogrammetrically by multi image triangulation mode i.e. images
were taken around the objects and for the Celle castle also in the courtyard. To ensure stable
interior orientation parameters of the camera during image acquisition phase, auto focus was
switched off, the lens was focused infinitely and a fixed aperture was used to obtain an
appropriate exposure time.
Varying number of photos was taken from different camera positions around each
castle (Ahrensburg 58, Celle 274, and Glucksburg 374). However not all photos were used
for the three-dimensional evaluation.
Signalized control points were placed on the objects for the determination of the
orientation of each photo. Each castle was supplied with several targets (Ahrensburg 22,
Celle 47, Glucksburg 28), which were well distributed over the object and fixed mainly on
windows.
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For the determination of the coordinates of the signalized control points, a local
geodetic 3D network was designed and measured with a Leica Total Station. The coordinates
of the control points were determined in a geodetic 3D network adjustment using the software
PANDA from GeoTec, Laatzen, Germany.
The determination of the orientation of each photo was performed by multi image
triangulation. To connect all photos in an overall triangulation photo block, all control points
and selected natural tie points were measured manually in the digital images (37 images for
Ahrensburg, 254 images for Celle and 188 images for Glucksburg). The software used for
image point measurements is PICTRAN D (Release 3 and 4) from Technet GmbH, Berlin,
Germany.
The digital SLR camera is a non-metric camera, therefore the interior orientation
parameters must be determined in a bundle block adjustment, which could be performed
simultaneously in PICTRAN B with the determination of the photo orientation parameters.
The interior orientation parameters include the location of the principal point, the camera
constant, the radial distortion, and the decentering distortion to name a few.
After the update of the camera file using the adjusted calibration parameters and the
exterior orientation parameters, the 3D evaluation could be conducted by digitization (manual
image point measurement) of all necessary points for the reconstruction of the building. All
manual measurements were performed in PICTRAN D as points, lines or polygons. The 3D
point coordinates of each measured point were determined by spatial intersection. The
digitized 3D points were then transferred for further CAD processing to AutoCAD.
The detailed 3D reconstruction of all three castles in their entirety was performed
stepwise in AutoCAD: i.e. each building was constructed in the following sequence: ground
plan, walls, towers, roofs, windows, entrances (doors), and finally assembling of all objects to
one complete volume model. A wireframe model is generated from the digitized 3D point
coordinates. From the wireframe model, texture mapping is done to complete the 3D
rendition of the objects.
Although the generation of perspective scenes of the 3D models is possible with
AutoCAD including texture mapping, the major work for visualization of the three virtual 3D
4

models was performed in 3D Studio VIZ (release 3i), a light version of 3D Studio Max. For
photo-realistic visualization of the three castles, several video sequences and perspective
scenes were generated.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
The overall methodology for this research is divided into 3 main parts namely:
Camera Calibration, System Testing and Application to Study area. A process flow diagram
of the whole methodology is found in Appendix A.1.

3.1.

Camera Calibration
Camera calibration in the context of three-dimensional machine vision is the process

of determining the internal camera geometric and optical characteristics (intrinsic parameters)
and/or the 3-D position and orientation of the camera frame relative to a certain world
coordinate system (extrinsic parameters) (Heikkilä, J. and Silvén, O.). Calibration is done to
identify the parameters of the camera such as focal length, principal point location and
distortion coefficients needed for interior orientation of the images with respect to the
camera. Two calibrations were done, one for the 55 mm focal length camera lens and another
for the 35 mm focal length.

3.1.1. Digital SLR Camera
The digital single-lens reflex camera calibrated and used for photo-acquisition is a
Canon EOS 450D 12 megapixel camera with Canon EF-S 18-55mm lens (see Figure 3.1).
The Canon EOS 450D also has an image sensor size of 22.2 mm x 14.8 mm. Such a modern
digital camera offers the possibility of photogrammetric recording of buildings for
preservation and restoration, for art-historical analysis and for documentation (Kersten, Th.,
Acevedo Pardo, C., Lindstaedt, M.).
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Figure 3.1: Canon EOS 450D Digital SLR Camera used for photo-acquisition.

3.1.2. Calibration Pattern
A calibration rig in the form of a checkered board pattern as shown in Figure 3.2 was
printed and placed in a flat panel. Each grid is 3 cm x 3 cm in size. The total number of grids
used is 22 x 17 resulting in an effective board size of 66 cm x 51 cm.

Figure 3.2: Checkered board pattern used for calibrating the camera.

3.1.3. Acquisition of Calibration Images
The calibration pattern is photograph at a fixed distance from the camera. Several
shots were taken each with the pattern oriented at different angles. There is no specific angle
required but in this research the pattern was photograph at 30°, 45° and 60° both horizontally
and vertically. A total of 20 calibration images were used for calibration.
7

3.1.4. Processing of Calibration Images
The acquired images of the calibration pattern were processed using the Camera
Calibration Toolbox for MATLAB. The Camera Calibration Toolbox for MATLAB is an
open source toolbox for camera calibration prepared by a community of machine vision
specialist from the California Institute of Technology. The toolbox is run in the MATLAB
environment developed by The MathWorks.
The acquired calibration images were inputted in the calibration toolbox which then
computes for the camera intrinsic parameters which includes the focal length (fc), principal
point location (cc), skew coefficient (alpha_c) and distortions radial and tangential (kc). In
the MATLAB environment, the user specifies the four extreme corners (extent) of the pattern
and the size of each grid cell, then, the toolbox will predict the location of every grid corners
depending on the inputted size of each grid cell considering no lens distortion is present as
shown in Figure 3.3a and Figure 3.3b respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: (a.) The user identifies the four extreme corners of the calibration pattern. (b.)
Camera calibration toolbox predicts the location of every grid corners.
Due to the presence of lens distortions, the predicted grid corners do not coincide with
the actual grid corners as seen in the photographs. The camera calibration toolbox computes
for the coefficients of radial and tangential lens distortions as well as the other camera
intrinsic parameters using the formula shown below.
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By using the pinhole model, the projection of a point (Xc, Yc, Zc), in camera reference
frame, to the image plane is expressed by Equation 3.1.

Xc / Zc
Yc / Zc

xn

x
y

(3.1)

After including lens distortion, the new point coordinate Xd is given by Equation 3.2 where
dx is the tangential distortion vector given by Equation 3.3, kc(1), kc(2) and kc(5) are the
coefficients of the radial lens distortion, kc(3) and kc(4) are the coefficients of tangential lens
distortion and r2 = x2 + y2.

xd

xd (1)
xd (2)

dx

(1 kc(1)r 2 kc(2)r 4 kc(5)r 6 ) xn dx

2kc(3) xy kc(4)(r 2
kc(3)(r 2

2x2 )

2 y 2 ) 2kc(4) xy

(3.2)

(3.3)

Once the distortion is applied, the final pixel coordinates x_pixel = [Xp , Yp] of the
projection of the point on the image plane can be computed using Equation 3.4.

xp

fc(1)( xd (1) alpha _ c * xd (2)) cc(1)

yp

fc(2) xd (2) cc(2)

(3.4)

Therefore, the pixel coordinate vector x_pixel and the new point coordinate Xd are related to
each other through the linear Equation 3.5 where KK is known as the camera matrix defined
by Equation 3.6.

xp

X d (1)

yp

KK X d (2)

1

(3.5)

1
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fc(1) alpha _ c * fc(1) cc(1)
0
fc(2)
cc(2)

KK

0

0

(3.6)

1

3.1.5. Results of Camera Calibration
From the camera calibration, the different camera intrinsic parameters needed were
obtained for focal lengths 35mm and 55mm as shown in Table 3.1 and 3.2 respectively.

Parameters
Calibrated Focal Length:
Principal Point Location:
Distortion Parameters:
Pixel Error:

in Pixel Units
[6448.61962 6466.96067]
[2014.58612 1290.48833]
[-0.06189 0.13759 -0.00848 -0.00396 0.0]
[0.20663 0.18447]

in Metric Units (mm)
[33.51 33.61]
[10.469 6.706]
[0.001074 0.000959]

Table 3.1: Camera intrinsic parameters in pixel and metric units obtained after calibration
with the lens set to 35mm focal length.

Parameters
Calibrated Focal Length:
Principal Point Location:
Distortion Parameters:
Pixel Error:

in Pixel Units
[10387.76320 10412.56608]
[1763.05925 1425.44374]
[0.10107 -0.73118 -0.00068 -0.01267 0.0]
[0.18295 0.17482]

in Metric Units (mm)
[53.98 54.11]
[9.167 7.410]
[0.000950 0.000908]

Table 3.2: Camera intrinsic parameters in pixel and metric units obtained after calibration
with the lens set to 55mm focal length.
These camera intrinsic parameters will later be used in the interior orientation part of
the methodology.

3.2.

System Testing
A test object was established based on two objectives namely: to test the capabilities

of the photogrammetric software to be used and for familiarization of the methodology before
going to the actual study area.
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3.2.1. The Test Object
The object chosen, as shown in Figure 3.4, was the brick wall in the Engineering lawn
located on the east wing of the College of Engineering.

Figure 3.4: Brick wall at the Engineering Lawn chosen as test object.
The object was chosen for its simplicity in structure, nearness to the College of
Engineering, minimal obstructions around the area which will add ease in photo acquisition
and its resemblance to actual buildings which will test the effectiveness of the methodology
when applied to the study area.

3.2.2. Data Gathering
Ground control points were established around the test object by conventional
traverse survey using a NIKON total station and a local coordinate system was used with
assumed values of the initial ground control point as (20000.0, 20000.0, 0.0) m for the x, y, z
Cartesian coordinates. Signalized object control points were set-up on the object and their 3D
coordinates were determined using the adjusted coordinates of the ground control points. A
total of 21 object control points were established. These object control points were well
distributed around the object for better bundle adjustment in the data processing part of the
methodology. The object control points and its distribution in three-dimensional space are
shown in Figure 3.5.
11

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5: (a) Object control points set-up on the test object. (b) Distribution of object
control points in 3-dimensional space.
Stereo close-range photogrammetric methods were used in photo acquisition.
Photographs were taken using the Canon EOS 450D Digital SLR camera located from either
end of a stereo baseline of 0.646m in length at a distance of 6m from the object. Using a
55mm focal length and an image sensor size of 14.8mm, the angular field of view (α) of the
camera is computed using Equation 3.7 (refer to Figure 3.6 for illustration).

(3.7)

Figure 3.6: Computation of Angular Field of View (α).
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The baseline distance of 0.646m is computed using a 60% overlap of images. With α
= 15.325° from the previous equation and H = 6m (distance from the object, analogous to
flying height in aerial photogrammetry), the value of a (half of the distance G) can be
computed using Equation 3.8 (refer to Figure 3.7 for illustration). The value of H was
measured from field observations ensuring that the object of interest occupies the field of
view of the camera.

(3.8)

Figure 3.7: Computation of Baseline – Distance Ratio.
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3.2.3. Data Processing
Processing of the images of the test object was done using the photogrammetric
software Image Master 3000 from Topcon. Image Master 3000 is not an open source
software however a 30 day trial was used for this research.
A total of six images were used in the reconstruction of the test object. Images were
chosen ensuring that at least 60% of the images for each stereo pair overlaps.
Image Master 3000 performs 3D measurement using multiple image triangulation.
The basic concept for measuring three dimensions from the images is based on the stereo
image method shown in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8: Basic concept of measuring 3 dimensions from stereo images.
In the stereo image method, the object is photographed from different positions (right
and left), and 3D measurement is done using the overlapped portions. By principle of
triangulation, 3D coordinates of the object are determined from the corresponding points of
the right and left images.
The camera intrinsic parameters previously determined from the Camera Calibration
using MATLAB were then inputted to Image Master 3000 for the interior orientation of all
the images to set up the transformation between camera-internal coordinates and pixel
coordinates. Interior orientation is done to remove any systematic errors present at the time a
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particular photograph was taken due to factors such as atmospheric refraction and lens
distortions.
To enable 3D measurement from the images, exterior orientation is done to determine
the relationship between the image coordinate system and the object coordinate system.
Object control points (with known three-dimensional coordinates) are taken in frame, and
orientation is done by measuring the position of this control points on the images. Image
Master 3000 requires 6 control points per stereo pair (at least 3 of which are coordinated for
the first pair).
The coordinates of points in all the images are simultaneously adjusted using Bundle
Block Adjustment method. Use of the bundle block adjustment as the method of calculating
orientation makes it possible to conduct 3D measurement from multiple images by
connecting all of the data, even for expansive terrain. With the bundle block adjustment,
moreover, each stereo image can be adjusted separately, and the mismatching of combined
data can be eliminated.
Orientation (interior and exterior) is executed as a preprocessing step before the
creation of stereo images. In stereo image measurement, vector polylines were digitized and
polygonal areas were defined inside which a 3D Digital Surface Model (DSM) was
generated. Once the DSM is calculated, a triangular irregular network (TIN), which is a
vector based representation of the physical surface, is overlaid on the stereo image and the 3D
model of the object is generated as shown in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Generated 3D model of the test object.

3.3.

Application to Study Area

3.3.1. The Study Area
The study area chosen was the Kamagong Residence Hall, shown in Figure 3.10,
located at E. Jacinto St., near C. P. Garcia Ave., University of the Philippines, Diliman,
Quezon City.

Figure 3.10: Kamagong Residence Hall chosen as the study area.
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It is a residence hall for MS students with a floor area of around 450 sq m. It was
chosen for its proximity (within the UP Campus) and the minimal obstructions around the
area which is needed for photo acquisition.

3.3.2. Data Gathering
Reconnaissance was conducted in the Kamagong Residence Hall area to properly plan
the positions of the camera before the actual photo acquisition. As with the test object,
ground control points were first established using a local coordinate system. Figure 3.11
shows the position of ground control points around the study area. The relative error of
closure of the traverse is 1:19000.

Figure 3.11: Distribution of ground control points around Kamagong.
The adjusted coordinates of the ground control points were then used to establish the
3D coordinates of the signalized object control points, as shown in Figure 3.12, using a South
Reflectorless Total Station rented from Surveytech Trading. A total of 45 object control
points were established around Kamagong.
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Figure 3.12: Distribution of object control points in three-dimensional space.
After establishing the ground and object control points, photographs were taken using
a Canon EOS 450D Digital SLR camera located from either end of a stereo baseline of 2.13m
in length at a distance of 15.1m from the object. These values were computed using equations
3.7 and 3.8 with the camera set to 35mm focal length. The baseline – distance ratio for this
set-up is 1:7.

3.3.3. Data Processing
As with the test object, processing of all the images were done using the
photogrammetric software Image Master 3000 from Topcon wherein all the photogrammetric
techniques from interior orientation, exterior orientation, stereo model definition and 3D
model generation were implemented. A total of 24 images were used comprising the 23
stereo pairs. A sample stereo pair used which follows the 60% overlap can be seen in Figure
3.13.

Figure 3.13: One of the stereo pairs used in modeling the Kamagong Residence Hall.
18

3.3.4. Assessing the Methodology
The accuracy of the model generated (in terms of measurement) was assessed by
comparison of coordinates of points measured from the model with actual coordinates of
these points on the object. Ground data was gathered through actual field survey using a Total
Station system. RMS values of the differences in the coordinates were also computed.
Ground truthing was conducted to investigate areas on the photogrammetrically
generated 3D model with strong and weak representations. Analysis will be done as to why
such a representation was generated in terms of equipment used, density and distribution of
object control points, photo acquisition conditions and the overall methodology applied.
Another 3D model of the same building, as shown in Figure 3.14, was generated from
existing architectural plans to validate if the plan was properly implemented and to assess the
viability of close-range photogrammetric techniques as a substitute for conventional as-built
survey.

Figure 3.14: 3D CADD model of Kamagong generated from existing architectural
plans.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1.

Results for test object
Table 4.1 shows the comparison of the coordinates of object control points as

measured from a total station system and the coordinates of these same points derived from
the generated 3D model of the object.

1
5
6
10
11
16
17
18
21

Field Coordinates
X (m)
Y (m)
20010.114 19990.821
20007.403 19990.790
20008.807 19990.810
20010.325 19990.207
20010.333 19989.483
20009.358 19990.810
20009.019 19990.807
20008.122 19990.806
20010.322 19990.465

Z (m)
2.571
2.999
3.273
1.904
2.983
2.862
1.841
2.664
2.313

Model Coordinates
X (m)
Y (m)
Z (m)
20010.108 19990.811 2.569
20007.385 19990.698 3.010
20008.805 19990.854 3.269
20010.323 19990.164 1.905
20010.330 19989.445 2.973
20009.329 19990.787 2.867
20008.996 19990.683 1.876
20008.117 19990.749 2.673
20010.325 19990.432 2.314
RMS

Dx (m)
0.006
0.018
0.002
0.002
0.003
0.029
0.023
0.005
-0.002

Dy (m)
0.010
0.092
-0.044
0.043
0.038
0.023
0.124
0.057
0.033

Dz (m)
0.002
-0.011
0.004
-0.001
0.010
-0.005
-0.035
-0.009
-0.001

0.014

0.061

0.013

Table 4.1: Comparison of coordinates of object control points as measured from
ground survey and from the generated 3D model of the object.
From Table 4.1, the RMS values of the differences in coordinates in the x, y, and z
directions are in the cm level with the value in dy being the highest at 6.1 cm. This error in y
can be due to the inaccuracy of the y measurement of the control points during field survey
due to the offset induced by the prism.

4.2.

Results for study area

4.2.1. In terms of Measurement
Table 4.2 shows the comparison of the coordinates of points on the object as
measured from a total station system and the coordinates of these same points derived from
the generated 3D model of Kamagong.
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Model Coordinates
Pt.
88
L
L3
F16

Field Coordinates

dx
x (m)
y (m)
z (m)
X (m)
Y (m)
Z (m)
(m)
19969.199 20023.182 10.213 19969.390 20023.331 10.265 0.191
19966.147 20006.214 5.710 19966.043 20006.215 5.748 0.104
19964.719 20006.218 0.484 19964.678 20006.141 0.512 0.041
19967.185 20009.685 5.734 19967.145 20009.667 5.749 0.040

5

19951.751 20024.095

6.889 19951.846 20023.854

6.909 0.095

8

19951.779 20024.094

5.692 19951.853 20023.863

1

19954.537 20006.826

6.992 19954.487 20006.800

5.719 0.074
6.913 0.050

2

19954.558 20007.667

7.018 19954.582 20007.582

3

19954.520 20007.602

5.812 19954.466 20007.581

4

19954.558 20006.813

5.797 19954.502 20006.795

37

19962.192 20005.962

7.187 19962.089 20006.067

38

19959.791 20005.946

7.240 19959.967 20005.967

28

19969.090 20023.559

2.460 19969.235 20023.834

29

19968.977 20023.560

0.399 19969.344 20023.695

dy
dz
(m)
(m)
0.149 0.052
0.001
0.077
0.018
0.241
0.231
0.026
0.085
0.021
0.018

0.038
0.028
0.015
0.020
0.027
0.079
0.113
0.083
0.068

6.905 0.024
5.729 0.054
5.729 0.056
7.208 0.103 0.105 0.021
7.207 0.176 0.021 0.033
2.372 0.145 0.275 0.088
0.261 0.367 0.135 0.138
RMS

0.139 0.135 0.068

Table 4.2: Comparison of coordinates of points as measured from ground survey and
from the generated 3D model Kamagong.
As with the test object, the RMS values of the differences in the coordinates are in cm
level with dx and dy having the highest value. These differences in measurements can be
accounted for by the following factors: accuracy of the ground control points established,
accuracy of the object control points used, resolution of the camera (higher resolution, higher
accuracy), size of the object (greater size, lesser accuracy) and the geometric layout of the
photographs relative to the object (Geodetic Systems Inc, 2007).
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4.2.2. In terms of Representation
Because of limited access to the right side of Kamagong Residence Hall due to the
proximity of the fence lines to the building, photo acquisition with a required object distance
of 15.1 m, as was computed from Section 3.3.2, cannot be achieved. Because of this, only 3
faces of the building were properly modeled in 3D as shown in Figure 4.1.

(a) Front view

(b) Left Side view
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(c) Back view
Figure 4.1: Generated 3D model of Kamagong Residence Hall using close-range
photogrammetric techniques. (a) Front view (b) Left side view (c) Back view.
From the generated 3D model of Kamagong Residence Hall using close-range
photogrammetric techniques, several problems in representation were identified. One obvious
problem is in the representation of the ledges. As can be seen in Figure 4.2, the upper part of
the ledge cannot be modeled properly as compared to the lower part for the reason that the
upper part of the ledge is not visible on the photographs used in stereo modeling. Because of
this, the software assumes that that part is in the same plane as the wall thus such a
representation was achieved.

Figure 4.2: Problem in representing ledges.
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Another problem is the uneven shades of color in the textures of the resulting model
as shown in Figure 4.3. The main cause of this is the photograph used in texture
superimposition because photos were taken at different lighting conditions.

Figure 4.3: Uneven shades of texture due to uneven lighting conditions at the time of photo
acquisition.
The surfaces of the generated 3D model appear to be uneven as shown in Figure 4.4.
This is a problem in pixel matching. Because the surfaces have relatively same appearance,
the software finds it hard to match pixel hence uneven textures occur.

Figure 4.4: Uneven textures caused by problems in image matching.
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Another problem in representation that was identified is the effect of polyline
creation. The generated surface is dependent on how the polylines were created because these
polylines are the basis for the digital surface model (DSM) creation. The right part of Figure
4.5 appears smooth because only one polyline was created in that part as compared to the
uneven surface generated on the left part because two polylines were used. Uneven textures
occur on the breaks in the polylines created.

Figure 4.5: Uneven surface occur on the breaks in polylines created.

A cross-section of a part of the building was generated using CADD and the results
are shown in Figure 4.6. From Figure 4.6 a, the section line was measured on a flat surface of
the building. As can be seen from Figure 4.6 b, the resulting cross-section is relatively flat
with areas of deflections. These deflections are due to spurious TINs generated during the
surface generation process.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6: (a) TIN showing the section line where the cross-section is to be measured. (b)
The resulting cross-section.
Another cross-section is done this time on a part of the building where there are
changes in the surface. From Figure 4.7 b, though the cross-section appears noisy due to
spurious TINs generated during the surface generation process, the upward spikes in the
cross-section is that part of the TIN where the ledge is present.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: (a) TIN showing the section line where the cross-section is to be measured. (b)
The resulting cross-section.
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4.2.3. Comparison with 3D model generated from CADD
Another assessment of the accuracy of the model generated was based on the
comparison with a CADD generated 3D model from existing architectural plans of
Kamagong Residence Hall. Table 4.3 shows the comparison of window sizes measured from
the 3D model and the CADD model. A sample of window sizes (length and height) was
measured from the model and the average was taken. The difference in the measured lengths
and heights are in the cm level which is consistent with the results from comparisons with
actual ground measurements.

Model
Average
length
2.816 m

CADD
Average
height
1.178 m

Length

Height

3.05 m

1.2 m

dl

dh

0.234 m

0.022 m

Table 4.3: Comparison of window sizes as measured from the generated 3D model and the
CADD model.
Another comparison with the CADD model was done this time comparing the width
and length of one part of the building. The orientation of the width and length is shown in
Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8: The orientation of the width and length in the CADD model used for comparison
with the generated 3D model.
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From Table 4.4, the difference in the length and width as measured from the 3D
model and the CADD model is in the cm level consistent with other measurements.
Model
Length
7.027 m

CADD
Height
12.671 m

Length
7.000 m

Height
12.500 m

dl

dh

0.027 m

0.171 m

Table 4.4: Comparison of lengths and widths of one part of the building as measured from the
generated 3D model and the CADD model.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION

The research demonstrates the effectiveness of close-range photogrammetric methods
in the 3D modeling and visualization of buildings. Due to advances in technology, digital
photogrammetry has now become an efficient alternative to the classical building
measurement and reconstruction methods. Further, the research shows that off - the – shelf
cameras are suitable for use in close-range photogrammetric processes especially 3D
modeling and reconstruction.
The quality of the 3D model generated can be accounted for from factors such as the
accuracy of the ground and object control points used and the quality of the software and data
processing techniques employed. By considering these factors, the achieved accuracy of cm
level can be better increased to suit the needs of applications requiring higher accuracy in
measurements.
The research also shows the viability of close-range photogrammetric techniques as a
substitute for conventional as-built survey provided the accuracy of the model generated is
satisfactory. Though a cost analysis was not undertaken to assess the effectiveness of this
method over conventional as-built survey, it can be stated, based on the cost of undertaking
this research, that this method requires minimum cost in terms of equipment and software
used. In terms of time needed to finish the project, though it takes more time than
conventional as-built survey, the method delivers more results than conventional as-built
survey where a detailed 3D measurement of the object cannot be achieved.
Due to limitations in data gathering such as in the manner of acquiring photos where
images were only taken from the ground, further studies may opt to use shots from above to
further model the object properly. Also, for better representation, other platforms may be
used such as CADD where the rendering may be done.
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APPENDIX
A.1 Process Flow Diagram

CAMERA CALIBRATION

SYSTEM TESTING

APPLICATION TO STUDY
AREA

Preparation of calibration
pattern (checkered board)
Acquisition of Calibration
Images
Processing of Calibration
Images Using MATLAB

Data Gathering
Reconnaissance
GCP establishment
OCP establishment
Photo Acquisition
Data Processing
Image Orientation
Stereo Model Definition
3D Model Generation

Data Gathering
Reconnaissance
GCP establishment
OCP establishment
Photo Acquisition
Data Processing
Image Orientation
Stereo Model Definition
3D Model Generation
Analysis
In terms of measurement
In terms of representation
Comparison with 3D model
generated from Architectural to
assess viability of the method as
substitute to conventional as-built
survey
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